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The American Cancer Society’s North Central Marketing Team, represented by James
Haenes, Regional Director of (Product Development, Video & Storytelling) Marketing consulted
with Dr. Melanie McNally, who helps Gen Zers become the superheroes of their life stories by
teaching them how to reduce anxiety and build self-confidence.

Back in November 2021, James had a chance to preview an early draft our our
“Interconnectedness” Project Manifesto. The following is a summary of her insights and advice:

● Gen Z are more commonly identifying as gender neutral, non-binary, androgynous, and
trans more than any previous generations

- In Marketing and Communications materials, represent this in words and visuals
more often than not. It’s not good representative enough just to include one
touchpoint of identity acknowledgment

● “In my practice,  Gen z are often frustrated by Boomers. Even Millennials and Gen x can
frustrate them too, if they are the slightest bit out of touch.”

● “My patients are concerned about climate change and social justice. They’re pissed off
and annoyed what’s going on, what’s not being done.”

● Technology - devices, social media, Internet - are a huge part of Gen Z’s identity

● “My patients talk the most about Tik Tok. Then Snapchat and Instagram. They’ll use
these before SMS/texting.”

● Representing diversity, equity, and inclusion resonates with Gen Z: different religions,
cultures, race/ethnicities, backgrounds – all good.

● “My patients come to me often angry and pissed off. Their mental health is fragile. They
don’t see adults as help them - or helping the world. They often tell me adults are selfish
and not thinking of their future.”

● “My patients are concerned about health and wellness. They’re smart enough to realize
their well-being is tied to climate change and effects on health. That what they eat effects
their health. They may not be thinking of cancer or infectious diseases, but they are
thinking of health & wellness via food, climate change, etc. They connect their overall
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physical and mental wellness to everything. I can see how ACS’s health equity initiative
might be an important part of the puzzle to them.”

● “I can see how the Interconnectedness manifesto’s focus on empowerment would be
important to a Gen Zer. I notice they like to take things into their own hands in a f*cked
up world and will call people out if they’re not making the world better. Your initiative is
aligned.”

● “My clients would be turned off by brands when they appear ‘thirsty and desparate’ or
‘too salesy.’ They’ll ignore ‘impression farmers’ or any green washers or corporate &%@!
who are just doing things for likes. They see right through you getting to the top of the
marketing triangle, and it’s a put off. Anything you put in front of their face is a turn off.”

● “Brands that might resonate? I’ve heard clients speak of TOMS and Warby Parker.”

● “My Gen Z clients do get involved. I’ve heard a few ask their parents even to help them
donate to causes they believe in. Or they’ll secretly donate to causes like BLM.”

● “The hardest thing for my clients right now is the existential burden coming off of a
pandemic. They felt forgotten about these past few years. Many were pushed aside and
ignored by adults who were against vaccines and masks.Their opinions pushed aside.
They were the ones hurt during remote learning. They often blamed adults for making
them stay at home and thought adults were selfish for preventing them from living their
young lives.”

● “Best advice to ACS? Choose a lane. Choose a side. Take a stand. For BLM. For
vaccines. For gender equality. For non-binary contsructs. These issues are no big deal
to them. Why is it such a big deal to older adults? Why would anyone be an oppressor?
It doesn’t make sense to them the resistance. Gen Z doesn’t see themselves as
necessarily political either though. They’re just raising their voice for what feels right. It’s
just part of Gen Z’s DNA.”

● “Gen Zers are worried about their future. They’re aware how high college costs are.
They know that healthcare insurance will be expensive for them. Both rising costs piss
them off.”

● “Gen Zers approach work with a gig or freelancer approach in ind. Social media and
influencing is a desirable way to make a living. They often do no want office jobs. To be
working where they’re unhappy. They want to do something that gives them purpose.
They’re not entirely or necessarily concerned about income, status, or working full time.
They want a lot of flexibility. However, the older Gen Zers often say they want out of the
house after the pandemic and want to ‘get back into the world again.’ But they’re being
cautious and smart about rejoining the world. Bottom line: Gen Zers want flexibility,
happiness, and purpose.”



● “I define Gen Z as ages 9 to 24.”

● “Gender fluidity is common in this generation.”

● “Racial and social justice is important to them.”

● “The young Gen Zers (10 to 11) are more tech savvy than the older Gen Zers (20s).

● “Gen Z loves to stream YouTube. If they don’t understand anything, they’ll flock there or
Tik Tok.”

● “They educate themselves through Tik Tok. Not just academics. But gaming (all gender
identities resonate with gaming). They use Discord… Twitch was popular but
short-lived.”

● “GenZers do fundraise. Birthdays. Donations instead of gifts. They make things, sell
them, and donate to important causes to them like animal shelters.”

● “Great Thunberg is a poster child. The YouTubers are their heroes: smart,
confrontational, willing to take on issues, and willing to talk openly about their mental
health, which is important to me. And they’re good gamers.

● “I think my Gen Z clients would care about your Interconnectedness project if it has an
immediate impact. Nothing too long-term. Take action now. They need to see the results
immediately or they’ll move on. Make them see your interconnectedness project impact
right away. They’ll join you.”

● “Interconnectedness is a good word. Represents Gen Z really well. They connect
things together really fast. And depending on what they see, which are things previous
generations haven’t seen, that’s whether they’ll care about what you’re doing or not.”


